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Ben puts a smile in your 
heart.
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Smart-arse songs for minds 
that move.       
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Ronnie Taheny 
Dodging bullets in Jerusalem. Being smuggled into Bosnia. Jumping from 
burning buildings in Antwerp. Breaking into the Athens Olympic stadium to 
do a lap of honour. All in the name of �“Singer Songwriter on Tour�”. For 2 
decades Ronnie Taheny has lived the life of a renegade as she�’s taken her 
music to the world�’s stages.After working with the likes of David Gray, 
Luka Bloom, Billy Bragg, Ani diFranco, Aimee Mann and Fairport 
Convention, our diminutive dynamo has finally turned-in her passport for a 
sock drawer and a quick swim. Cheeky, energetic with amusing anecdotes, 
acerbic poems or spontaneous one-liners, Taheny has an inimitably dry 
and self-deprecating style. Razor-sharp observations pummeled into shape 
with or without music. Songs from her forth-coming 8th album backed by 
Jarrad Payne, Flik Freeman and Mark Ferguson.  
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Ronnie Taheny 
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Tkts: $30 plus booking fee from the Gov or Oztix. $36 on the night. 
Table reservations essential: 0413 450521 or ronnie@ronnietaheny.com 

Ben Ford-Davies 
Ben is a unique force of nature. Combine his vocal prowess, sunny person-
ality, charisma and self-effacing humour and you get an artist who 
connects with audiences from 500 to 5000 and delivers a show in one 
seamless package. Naturally. Equally at home on guitar, piano or witty 
monologues, it is the arresting soul and passion in his flawless vocals that 
win over even the most cynical and jaded music critic. Ben moves in his 
own orbit. His mastery of style and technique allows him to treat us to both 
a lovers�’ soundtrack and a dynamic rock onslaught with equal intensity and
talent. Ben�’s new album will be released to coincide with his European tour 
in late 2015. 
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